**ACROSS**
3. Ernie Banks, Fergie Jenkins, Ron Santo, and Ryne Sandberg are all some of Cubs what?
5. Term meaning there are runners on 1st, 2nd and 3rd base.
8. Famous words by the late, great Harry Caray.
9. Iconic Wrigley Field sign at the corner of Clark and Addison.
11. What is it called when a team hosts a series of games at home?

**DOWN**
1. Home run when there are 3 runners on base.
2. Three of these and you are out.
6. What is the name of the Cubs official Mascot?
7. Collectible promotional item where the characters head moves up and down.
9. A Chicago dog is not complete without this topping.
10. The song we all want to hear after a Cubs win!
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